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Abstract

Reconfigurable computing offers advantages over traditional hardware and software implementation of computational algorithms. It is based on using reprogrammable devices, which can be reconfigured after fabrication to implement the desired algorithm. Reconfigurable computing systems can take advantage of hardware but still maintain the flexibility of software. Particular applications, including encryption, are specifically well suited to these systems. In this paper, we implemented multiple cryptographic algorithms, namely DES, LOKI, DESX, Biham-DES, and S^DES on a reconfigurable hardware so that each algorithm could be replaced by another with low reconfiguration overhead time. The hardware reconfiguration time is about 2.6 ms, which is comparable with the other systems overhead. The main reason for the lower reconfiguration time is that our architecture is partially reconfigurable. Our implementation resulted in a high flexibility but comparable ciphering rate in comparison with previous implementations on field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). We achieved the ciphering rate of 14080 Mbps on Xilinx 2V6000-5 FPGA.
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1. Introduction

The importance of cryptosystems has been continuously increased in data communications. In a cryptosystem, a plaintext is encrypted to guarantee confidentiality. Many different algorithms have been proposed for cryptography. Some examples are DES [1], FEAL [2], and LOKI [3]. For some applications, which need high data rate, it is necessary to use high-speed cryptographic algorithms implemented in hardware. Implementations of cryptographic algorithms in hardware have several advantages over software implementations, including speedup and security. Typical hardware implementations are application specific integrated circuits (ASIC) and full-custom. In either case, the hardware is fixed at the time of manufacturing.

Although traditional hardware implementations have no flexibility in the algorithm and parameter switching, reconfigurable hardware devices offer a promising alternative for the implementation of block ciphers. One of the potential advantages of block ciphers implemented in reconfigurable hardware is the capability of switching between cryptographic algorithms during operation. The majority of modern security protocols, such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and IPsec, allow for multiple encryption algorithms which are selected in the negotiation phase on a per-session basis. Although switching between algorithms can be very costly with traditional hardware, using reconfigurable hardware appears to be an attractive alternative [10], [14], [15].
Moreover, some applications require modification of a standardized algorithm, e.g. by using proprietary S-Boxes or permutations. Such modifications can easily be made by reconfigurable hardware. Although reconfigurable hardware may typically be slower than ASIC implementations, it has the potential of running substantially faster than software implementations. On the other hand, the time and costs for developing a reconfigurable implementation of a given algorithm are much less than an ASIC implementation. Although for high-volume applications, ASIC solutions may become the more cost-efficient choice.

Reconfigurable computing systems (RCS) were proposed in the late 1960s at UCLA [18]. Advances in the programmable hardware capacity and architecture have resulted in the introduction of reconfigurable computing systems [18], [20]. Such systems usually consist of a host processor connected to a reconfigurable hardware like field programmable gate arrays [19], [20]. RCS has demonstrated the potential to achieve high performance implementations in a wide range of applications, such as image processing, cryptography, target recognition and digital signal processing because of the availability of high-density devices with flexible and relatively fast architectures [21], [23].

One of the important features for enabling the implementation of the RCS is the availability of high-density VLSI devices that use programmable switches to implement flexible hardware architectures. These devices contain memory cells that hold both reconfiguration information for the programmable switches and state information for active computations. In an RCS, downloading the bitstream for changing the configuration of the programmable hardware can be done either statically or dynamically. In the static version, the configurations are generated as bitstreams and saved in an external memory and then are loaded one by one during execution. On the other hand, in the dynamic or online version, the configuration of the programmable hardware changes on the fly. In this version, reconfiguration overhead is a critical factor which affects the overall performance of the system.

In this paper, we propose a reconfigurable architecture to implement multiple block cipher algorithms. The cryptographic algorithms are implemented on a reconfigurable hardware so that each algorithm can be replaced by another with the goal of reducing reconfiguration overhead time. In our architecture, the similarities between the algorithms is detected and implemented in the hardware. The common parts are fixed in the hardware and only the different parts are reconfigured. Therefore, our architecture is partially reconfigurable and that is why it has a small reconfiguration overhead time.

For our architecture, we selected DES, LOKI, DESX, Biham-DES, and S’DES cipher algorithms. The proposed architecture was implemented on Xilinx 2V6000-5 FPGA device which resulted in a flexible hardware with a low reconfiguration overhead time. Moreover, the ciphering rate of the proposed hardware is comparable with other implementation of DES algorithm on FPGA. It also takes benefits of the partially reconfigurability.

To introduce our architecture, we explain some previous implementations in Section 2. In Sec. 3, the selected algorithms are described and in Sec. 4, our reconfigurable architecture is proposed. Our experimental results and the conclusion are presented in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6, respectively.

2. Previous Work

In this section, we review some previous hardware implementations of the selected algorithms. Since DESX, S’DES, and Biham-DES are similar to DES algorithm. In Section 3, we will show that the throughput obtained for DES in the previous implementations can give an estimation for the throughput of the above mentioned algorithms.

The first published implementation of DES on an FPGA achieved a throughput of 26.4 Mbps [16]. However, this implementation required generation of key-specific circuitry for the target Xilinx XC4013-4, requiring recompilation of the implementation for each key.

Another implementation of DES on an FPGA achieved a throughput of 402.7 Mbps when operating in Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode using a Xilinx XC4028EX-3 FPGA [17]. This implementation employed pipeline design techniques to maximize the system clock frequency at the cost of pipeline latency cycles.

With the advent of run-time reconfiguration and more technologically advanced FPGAs, implementations with throughputs in the range of ASIC performance have been achieved. One of these implementations employing run-time reconfiguration achieved a throughput of 10.752 Gbps when operating in ECB mode using a Xilinx Virtex XCV150-6 FPGA [10].

Using Xilinx run-time reconfiguration software application, called JBits, allowed for real-time key-specific compilation of the bit-stream to program the FPGA, resulting in a smaller and faster design (which operated at 168 MHz) as compared to the design in [17] (which operated at 25.19 MHz).

Another implementation on FPGA reported a throughput of 12 Gbps when operating in ECB mode using a Xilinx Virtex-E XCV300E-8 FPGA [24] but it did not make use of run-time reconfiguration.

Xilinx performed another implementation [11] which unrolled and pipelined DES. The 48-stage pipelined version was able to get a throughput of 15.1 Gbps on Xilinx Virtex-II XC2V1000-5 device. It also allowed for changing the plaintext, the key and the Encryptor/Decryptor mode on a cycle by cycle basis.

In [12], a new mathematical DES description was presented that allows us to achieve an optimized implementation in terms of throughput/area ratio. The implementation unrolls DES algorithm and implements two versions of the algorithm: a 21-stage and a 37-stage one. With the 37-stage implementation, the throughput was 21.3 Gbps (333 MHz) on Xilinx XC2V1000-5. The implementation achieved throughput/area ratio of 7.18 compared with [11] that resulted in 3.87 for this ratio.

In an attempt to implement multiple block ciphers on a reconfigurable architecture, Elbirt and Paar developed COBRA architecture [15]. They studied a wide range of block ciphers to develop an understanding of the functional requirements of each algorithm. In their implementation, it was determined that a reconfigurable cryptographic processor core might support a 32-bit datapath replicated at least four times to allow for the implementation of algorithms requiring either 64-bit or 128-bit block length. Although this architecture was able to implement a wide range of block ciphers that meet the 622 Mbps ATM network encryption throughput requirements, there was one problem that each algorithm can be replaced by another with the goal of reducing reconfiguration overhead time. In our architecture, the similarities between the algorithms is detected and implemented in the hardware. The common parts are fixed in the hardware and only the different parts are reconfigured. Therefore, our architecture is partially reconfigurable and that is why it has a small reconfiguration overhead time.

For our architecture, we selected DES, LOKI, DESX, Biham-DES, and S’DES cipher algorithms. The proposed architecture was implemented on Xilinx 2V6000-5 FPGA device which resulted in a flexible hardware with a low reconfiguration overhead time. Moreover, the ciphering rate of the proposed hardware is comparable with other implementation of DES algorithm on FPGA. It also takes benefits of the partially reconfigurability.

To introduce our architecture, we explain some previous implementations in Section 2. In Sec. 3, the selected algorithms are described and in Sec. 4, our reconfigurable architecture is proposed. Our experimental results and the conclusion are presented in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6, respectively.

2. Previous Work

In this section, we review some previous hardware implementations of the selected algorithms. Since DESX, S’DES, and Biham-DES are similar to DES algorithm. In Section 3, we will show that the throughput obtained for DES in the previous implementations can give an estimation for the throughput of the above mentioned algorithms.

The first published implementation of DES on an FPGA achieved a throughput of 26.4 Mbps [16]. However, this implementation required generation of key-specific circuitry for the target Xilinx XC4013-4, requiring recompilation of the implementation for each key.

Another implementation of DES on an FPGA achieved a throughput of 402.7 Mbps when operating in Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode using a Xilinx XC4028EX-3 FPGA [17]. This implementation employed pipeline design techniques to maximize the system clock frequency at the cost of pipeline latency cycles.

With the advent of run-time reconfiguration and more technologically advanced FPGAs, implementations with throughputs in the range of ASIC performance have been achieved. One of these implementations employing run-time reconfiguration achieved a throughput of 10.752 Gbps when operating in ECB mode using a Xilinx Virtex XCV150-6 FPGA [10].

Using Xilinx run-time reconfiguration software application, called JBits, allowed for real-time key-specific compilation of the bit-stream to program the FPGA, resulting in a smaller and faster design (which operated at 168 MHz) as compared to the design in [17] (which operated at 25.19 MHz).

Another implementation on FPGA reported a throughput of 12 Gbps when operating in ECB mode using a Xilinx Virtex-E XCV300E-8 FPGA [24] but it did not make use of run-time reconfiguration.

Xilinx performed another implementation [11] which unrolled and pipelined DES. The 48-stage pipelined version was able to get a throughput of 15.1 Gbps on Xilinx Virtex-II XC2V1000-5 device. It also allowed for changing the plaintext, the key and the Encryptor/Decryptor mode on a cycle by cycle basis.

In [12], a new mathematical DES description was presented that allows us to achieve an optimized implementation in terms of throughput/area ratio. The implementation unrolls DES algorithm and implements two versions of the algorithm: a 21-stage and a 37-stage one. With the 37-stage implementation, the throughput was 21.3 Gbps (333 MHz) on Xilinx XC2V1000-5. The implementation achieved throughput/area ratio of 7.18 compared with [11] that resulted in 3.87 for this ratio.

In an attempt to implement multiple block ciphers on a reconfigurable architecture, Elbirt and Paar developed COBRA architecture [15]. They studied a wide range of block ciphers to develop an understanding of the functional requirements of each algorithm. In their implementation, it was determined that a reconfigurable cryptographic processor core might support a 32-bit datapath replicated at least four times to allow for the implementation of algorithms requiring either 64-bit or 128-bit block length. Although this architecture was able to implement a wide range of block ciphers that meet the 622 Mbps ATM network encryption throughput requirements, there was one problem...
with COBRA, i.e. it was not able to implement DES algorithm.

To the best of our knowledge, there is only one reported hardware implementation of LOKI91 algorithm. The implementation reported in [13] achieved the ciphering rate of 127 Mbps on Xilinx Virtex-E.

![Figure 1. DES algorithm overview](image)

**3. Cryptography Algorithms**

In this section, our selected cryptography algorithms are explained. DES (Data Encryption Standard) is a private and symmetric key algorithm, in which the same key is used for both encryption and decryption. A public key algorithm such as RSA uses different keys for encryption and decryption. Private key algorithms are generally much faster than public key algorithms. DES encryption algorithm was proposed in 1977. It encrypts 64-bit blocks with a 56-bit key in 16 rounds of iterations. Each round uses a different subset of key bits and consists of swapping the left and the right 32-bits, as well as permutation, substitution and XOR operations. The overall structure of DES is shown in Figure 1.

The F-function of DES algorithm is shown in Figure 2. In this figure, $E$ and $P$ represent expansion and permutation, respectively. $S_i$ to $S_6$ in this figure represent S-boxes, which are tables of constant values and have 6 inputs and 4 outputs. DES decryption process is identical to encryption but the sub-keys are generated in reverse order.

![Figure 2. The F-function of DES algorithm](image)

LOKI91 was proposed in [3]. The ciphers from the LOKI family are DES-like iterated block ciphers based on iterating a function, called F-function. The block and key size are 64-bits. The input to each round is divided into two halves. The right half is fed into the F-function together with a 32-bit round key derived from a key schedule algorithm. The output of the F-function is added (modulo 2) to the left half of the input and, as in DES, the two halves are interchanged except for the last round. The LOKI cipher runs 16 rounds. The input to the F-function is the result of XOR of a 32-bit input text and a 32-bit round key. The 32 bits of the result are expanded to 48 bits and divided into blocks of 12 bits. The 12-bit blocks are applied to the four S-boxes, each of which produces an 8-bit output. The 32 bits from the S-boxes are permuted to make the output of the F-function. As in DES, the decryption process is identical to encryption but the sub-keys are generated in reverse order.

DESX is a 64-bit block cipher with a $2^{*}64+56 = 184$-bit key and is a simple extension of DES [4]. It was proposed to overcome the problem of short 56-bit key size which made the cipher vulnerable to exhaustive key search attack. The idea is only to XOR a private 64-bit key K1 with the input of DES and to XOR another 64-bit private key K2 with the output of DES: $C \leftarrow K_2 \oplus DES_K(P \oplus K_1)$

Comparing DES and DESX architectures shows that the implementation of these two algorithms only differs at the start and stop points of the algorithms. Therefore, for implementing DESX only a few xor-gates should be added to DES implementation. Therefore the critical paths of these two algorithms are approximately the same especially in pipelined implementations.

Some modifications have been proposed for increasing the robustness of DES against known attacks. One of the important considerations in DES is changing the contents of S-boxes. $S^\prime$DES is a variant of DES, which uses best possible alternative S-boxes [5], [6], [7], [8].

Since DES and $S^\prime$DES architectures, only differ in their S-boxes, the implementations of these two algorithms have
the same critical path. Hence, the previous hardware implementation results of DES can be supposed for S²DES as well.

Another modification on DES is to changing the order of S-boxes. Biham and Birykov [9] suggested strengthening DES against exhaustive attacks by using extra key bits to modify F-function of DES slightly. One of their modifications uses 5 key bits to select from 32 possible reorderings of the 8 DES S-boxes.

The difference of Biham-DES and DES is in their S-boxes, but to this difference, we need multiplexers of size 32 to 1 to select between 32 reorderings of S-boxes in hardware which makes the critical path length longer. Therefore, the previous implementations of DES have rough approximations of Biham-DES. Although in our architecture, we use memories instead of S-boxes and program the memories in configuration time. Thus, in our implementation, DES and Biham-DES have the same critical path.

4. Our Reconfigurable Architecture

Before presenting our reconfigurable architecture, we look at the selected algorithms in more details. We pinpoint the similarities and differences between the algorithms and then propose our architecture.

All of the above algorithms have a Feistel structure with 16 rounds and their input block size of plaintext is 64-bit. In addition, the block size of the cipher key is 64-bit. First, the 64-bit plaintext is divided into two 32-bit blocks (L0, R0) and then, the encryption is performed by the F-function and round keys which are extracted from cipher key. The Feistel network algorithms may have different subkey generation methods and F-functions. We may assume that the subkey generation is performed by software. In this case, these algorithms are different only in their F-functions. In our proposed architecture, we maintained the Feistel structure and took advantage of reconfigurability of hardware for the F-functions.

Therefore, when our hardware runs an algorithm, e.g. DES, changing the encryption algorithm, e.g. to LOKI, can be done by only changing the F-function. In the following, we explain the details of F-function of each algorithm.

The F-function of DESX, S²DES, and Biham-DES are rather similar to DES. For example, in S²DES and Biham-DES algorithms, only the contents of S-boxes are different from DES S-boxes. Also, in DESX algorithm, there are only some extra XOR gates before the first round and after the final round. These algorithms, which are very similar to DES, are called DES-like algorithms.

One round of DES and LOKI algorithms are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. As shown in Figure 2, there are a number of XOR gates in the F-function of DES. For a given subkey, generated by a key-generation software, the XOR in the F-function can be eliminated and the effect can be applied to the S-box contents [10].

Similarly, the XORs, located before the first round of DESX, can also be eliminated and the effects can be applied to the first round S-boxes. Such an elimination and consideration of effects can also be done for the XOR’s after the final round. In this way, switching between DES-like algorithms is performed by only replacing the S-box contents, according to the selected algorithm.
The difference between E and P functions is the most considerable one. We propose using multiplexers, where both E and P functions for DES and LOKI are implemented in hardware, and the multiplexers select proper output (Figure 5). In this approach, only 32 or 48 multiplexers (2 to 1) are used and have a one-stage delay. As E and P functions can be implemented with wiring in hardware, there is no gate overhead for them.

4.1. S-Box Design

The design of S-boxes is another important part of our implementation. As mentioned earlier, we use 12x8 S-boxes in this architecture. While most FPGAs use 4 to 1 LUTs, the implementation of 12x8 S-boxes need a large number of LUTs. Figure 6 shows the implementation of a 6x1 S-box in a Xilinx Virtex FPGA, as an example. Therefore, large S-boxes implemented in FPGA have large delay and low performance.

Since LUTs are similar to memory cells and using them reduces the delay of combinational logic, the implementation of large S-boxes in memory reduces the logic and routing resources. Figure 7 shows one stage of our proposed reconfigurable architecture employing memories. Memories used for S-box implementation are single port and use two isolated data buses for inputs and outputs. A separate address and data line, which are common for all memories, are used for programming the chip. Programming a specific S-box (memory) can be performed by activating its we (write enable) line.

The proposed reconfigurable system has two different operational modes: reconfiguration mode and normal mode. In the reconfiguration mode, the contents of S-boxes (memories) are reconfigured according to the selected algorithm and in the normal mode, the text is encrypted/decrypted.

5. Experimental Results

The recent hardware implementations of DES in FPGAs, studied in Section 2, are given in Table 1. The last entry in the table represents our implementation. The table shows that these implementations have used different FPGA devices and have obtained different clock rates and throughputs. As DESX, SDES, and Biham-DES are rather similar to DES algorithm, the throughput obtained for DES in the previous implementations may give an estimate for the mentioned algorithms too (as aforementioned in Section 3).
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, a single reconfigurable architecture was proposed to implement five cryptography algorithms. In this architecture, DES, LOKI, DESX, Biham-DES, and S’DES algorithms share the same resources. The implementation of this architecture brings about similar throughput comparing with other implementations of single algorithms. The most important feature of this implementation is high flexibility of the hardware. Switching between the selected algorithms can be done by replacing the S-box contents implemented in memories.

On the other hand, one can implement all of our selected algorithms in hardware and choose between them using multiplexers. This is an alternative version but it would need approximately 5 times more area than ours. In the FPGA chips such as Xilinx 2V6000 there are not enough resources to implement all five encryption algorithms.
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